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The Book-Tree Ramsey Numbers
Paul Erdds, R.J. Faudree, C.C. Rousseau, and R.H. Schelp*
Dedicoted. to Profcssor Roberto W. Frucht on his 8&h birthdag
Abstract. In 1978 Rousseau and Sheehan showed that the bool-star Bamsey number

r(K(l,L,m),K1,n-r) :2n-1
We show

that this result

iB

for n) 3m-3.

true when the star is replaced by an a,rbitrary tree on n vertices.

l.

Preliminades.

Let G1 and G2 be simple graphs without isolated vertices. The Ramsey numbet
r(GyG2) is the smallest positive integer p such that coloring each edge of .I(, one of
two colors there is either a copy of G1 in the first color or a copy of G2 in the second
color. By tradition, we shall let the colors be ,R (red) and I (blue) with the resulting
edge-induced subgraphs denoted (,e) a.nd (8) respectively. Throughout the paper a
colored f{, will always refer to one in which each edge is colored red or blue.
It is well knowu for a connected graph Gz that
(1)
r(G1, G2) 2 (x(cr) - t)(p(cz) - 1) + ,(Gr), p(Gz) > s(Gr),
where X(G1) is the chromatic number of G1, p(G2) the order of Gy, and. s(G1) the
chromatic surplus of G1. Here the chromotic surplus is the smallest number of vertices
in a color class under any x(G1)-coloring of the vertices of G1. Inequality (1) follows by
coloring red or blue the edges of a complete graph on (x(G1) - t)(p(Gz) - 1) + s(Gr) 1
vertices such that the blue graph (8) is isomorphic to (X(G1) - t)Kogz1_r U I(r(cr)*r
and the red graph (,Q) is isomorphic to its complement. Of interesi'is ihe c*"'*-h"r,
inequality (1) is in fact an equality.
Let Tn denote a tree on n vertices and let B- denote the graph K(l,L,rn) called an
m-book or a book with m pages. rn this paper we investigate when equality holds in (1)
with Gr : 8m and Gz : Tn, i.e., when r(B^,To) : 2n - 1. The more general problem
when Gr is the multipartite graph K(1, 1, trttztrlzt...rn*) a"nd Gz : ?n with n large has
been considered in [2]. In fact the value of. r(K(m1,rnz,...,mk),To) with n largehas
received considerable attention (see [S,a]).
The following notation will be used. If the graph G has at least (at most) Z vertices
of a given type, or order at least (at most) l, we write > t(< l). This symbolism is

adopted to avoid frequent usage of the words 'at least' or 'at most'. As is customary
f"l (L"l) will denote the least (greatest) integer > c(< c). Additional notation will
follow that used in standard texts, e.g., [1,5].
Since in this paper we wish to show r(B*,To) : 2n - 1 (for a certain range of values
of rn and a) and from (1) r(Ba,Tn) ) 2n - L, it will be assumed throughout that
equality follows from showing r(B^,7") I 2n - L.
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ll. The Book Star

RamseY Number.

In [6] it is shown tha,t r(B*,K1,o_l) : Zn-L when n 2 3m-

3. our main objective

is to show that the star K1,rr-1 can be replaced by an arbitrary tree ?, with the same
result. The lengthy argument needed to prove this fact will be deferred to the next
section. In this section- we wish to first establish that there is no hope to prove (in
general) lhat r(B^,K1,r-l) : Zn-t for n ( 3m-3. To see this we introduce a
-rectong'ular
coliring of ihe edges of .K, into the cla.sses ,R and I as follon's: partition

V(K): {Xrr, ...,Xuy)

and set

[X;r]' E 8, and

.-{a
lx;i,x;,t) a t,
Set

M:3, lV:

a,, and

ifd:i'ot j:it
otherwise.

lXiil :6for all i and1. It

is easy tocheik that arectangular

coloring of E(Ksa) in which both

(a+2)b

(2)

I n-r and (a -z)b 5m -

L

contains no red B* andno blue Kr,o-r. If a and b are chosen such that the inequalities
of (2) holil and Bab ) Zn-1, then 2oD Anlm-2 and 2n-L41ab<-f;(n+m-Z)
so it rt n /-3m - 4. In such cases the rectangular coloring shows

r(8.1,K1,,"-1) >

aob

l t> 2n-L with n 13m -

4'

tr'or the readers sake we include the counting argument of Rousseau and Sheehan
which proves the book-star Ramsey number mentioned earlier'
l[6]. ?he Ro.msey numbet r(B*,K1,*-1) :2n - 1 for n ] 3m - 3'
Theorem

proof: color Kza-r such that (8) contains no K1,o-1. Then the red degree of r, dp(r),
,.ii.n", d,p@) )_ Qn - Z) - (" - Z): n for all vertices r. Thus (.R) contains a ffs. Let
let NB(o),NB(6), ana Np(c)-denote
{;,;,"t b;i(";"; of ,"iti"". of tlis red K3 and
set .A : /vr(o) - {D,j}, { :
Further
c
respectively.
;.h; ;"4 neighbors of. a,b and
,nrtu) - (N;(") u {"}) and C: Nn(c) - (wr(") uN*.(6)); If ('8) contains no B*, then
n-m and
lrth" iollo*iog inequalities rroiai ;e[ Zn-2,lal > ("
y'
"#rr
then
(8)
Kr,o-r,
a*and
z(; -2i o -zm*2. inus if both

Ei

ti" *z)

2n

This gives n

:

-|:

S\m -

lV

Pl

-z)-\* .2):

(Kzo-)l 2 l{4,6,c} u Au B u Cl
2 3 + (z - z) + (" - *)+

(o

-

2m

*z)'

4, a contrafiction, and completes the proof'
Itt. The Book-Tree Ramsey ilumber.

As mentioned earlier the main objective of the paper is to prove that Theorem L
holds when the star Kt,,.-! is replaced by an arbitrary tree ?2. The proof of this is
lengthy and will be accomplished first for a special case and then in general through the
use of a collection qf lernynas.
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2. The ftarnsey numbcl r{B*,T,.) :2n - !

for n

)

Brez

-

3.

Before proving this theorem when the tree ?3 satisfies a special condition we give a
useful lemrna.

3. Let K1 be colored such that (Pl
of its yertices is ( n * m - 2.

Lemma

each

f n*

and

(Bl

I r".

Then the red degrce of

Proof: Suppose there exists avertex ofred degree ) n+rn- 1. Let this vertex be u and
its red neighborhood Np. If each vertex in Np ha.s ) z 1 blue adjacencies in Np, then
the tree To car. be constructed in iVp using only vertices of Np. Hence there *irtr t
vertex u in Np that has > (r* rn-2) -(n-2):^
red adjacencies in Np. But then
rt ara!u are red adjacent and are coynrnonly red adjacent to m vertices, contradicting

(R)

I B*.

4. Theorem 2 holds when A,(To) > tn.
Proof: Let K2n-1be colored and suppose (P) I B^ and (B)
lTr.gy the last lemma
eachvertex in the coloredgraph has blue degree > (Zo-Z)
o-rn>
-("*m-2):
:
("
3)/3
1.
+
Also
by
Theorem
f
*"trins
.,tar
on
?t
t
Ldges.
Let c
tn
lAl
\denote the center of this star. Further let g be the vertex of largest degree ir, z;, ,rrd
let A denote the set of endvertices of ?'i, adjacent to y.
We first show that the-subtree Tt : lV (T") _ A) of To can be embedded. in (g
). Start
this embedding by mapping y to r and extend this map to a maximal subtree i,, of r,
in (8). observe, since the blue degree of each vertex of the colored graph is >
frrz - 1,
that ?" contains ) $n vertices. Also since y is not adjacent to any endvertices"of ?rr,
> (?" - L) 12 > (n - z) ll of these vertices of ?" a"re non-neighbors of y. But the degree
Proposition

yis-> fnsoyhas ( ("-1) -(3d:Lro- lnon-neighbors in?,. Hence 7rr:yt
andT'is embedded in (8) with y mappedio r.
The embedding is easily extendable in (8) to all of To, since r has n,-1 blue neighbors.

of

(Bl1T", completing the proof.
For the remainder of this section we will assume that ?}, fails to satisfy the condition
of Proposition 4. Before we continue towards a complete proof of Theorem 2 we outline
This contradicts the supposition

the strategy followed. Assuming the colored graph K2,r-1 contains neither a red B*
nor a blue To,we will show v(K2"-1)^co-ntains disjoint sets X and y such that (ti
contains all blue forests of order S l-?zl and (Y) contains all blue forests of order

S l'l"l . Furthermore these forests l* L"'"*U"dd.ed such that each component can be
rooted arbitrarily. Next we show that the tree can be split appropiately to fit its Gparts,
into the blue graphs of (x) and (Y), and these parts can be connected by blue edges
from X to Y. This is the essential content of the next three lemmas needed in the proof
of Theorem 2.
5. Let Kzo-t be colorcd such that (R) I a" a,nd \B) f Tn. Then there exist
disioint sets of vertices x andY in the colored'graph,lxl z
m*1, such
", lYl>_"that the blue d.egree of each vertex in (X) is ) n m
of
each vertex
degree
ilr"
blue
- ^na
in (f) rs ) a -2m* L.
Lemma

Proof: Among all vertices choose one, say u', of largest red degree. Let X denote that set
of red neighbors of u. To see that lxl ) z build a largest rrbtr"" T of T^ in (8). since
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T is a proper subgraph of ?" there exists a vertex n of. T with all its blue adjacencies
to other vertices of ?. Thus u has (2n - 1) - (" - 1) : n red adjacencies and lXl 2 z.
For convenience a,ssume lXl :, * t with t ) 0.
Since (,Q) f B^ eachvertex of X has > (, * t - 1) - (* - f) : tu lt - nt blue
adjacencies in X. Using this blue degree build a largest blue subtree T' of To in (X) and
extend T to a largest blue subtree T' of. To avoiding vertex ur. Note that T' contains all

but(m-lverticesofX.
Since

T' is a proper

subgraph of ?o, one of its endvertices, say z, is red adjacent to

- ("- 1) : z vertices with no- 1of them in X. Heuce z is red adjacent to
) n-m* l vertices not in X. Let Y denote this set of ) n -mt l red neighbors of z
lying outside of X. Since W) 7 B* each vertex in Y has m - 1 red adjacencies in Y,
so that each such vertex has 2 ro - 2n l l blue degree in (Y).
> {Zo-

Lemma

1)

6.

One

of the following occurs.

(i)

There exists an edge e of Tn such that the two components of To - e have orderc
lln) and lln) rcspectively.
(ii) There exists a vertex a of T* such that the components of To-a of order < L*"1
contains > Lt"l vetticesofT,.
Proof: Assume (i) does not occur. Fot e : aw ai edge of Tolet C, arl.d C, denote the
components of Tn - e containing vertex u and ul respectively. Choose e such that C,
is of minimal order with llr(C,)l > l3"l and llr(C.)l < Ll"l. Ftom the minimality of
the order of C, it is clear that d(u) > 2. Thus let C1,Cz,...,C, be the components of

Co_vwitheacha;inC;andadjacenttouandly(cl)l>ly(cz)l>...>
Ir L*"1 > lv(Cr)|, then (ii) follows. Thus assume lv(cr)l > L*".l. Since (i) does not
occur we can a.ssume d(rr) > 2. Let C'Lrc'zr...rCt2be the components of C1 - u1 in
Crwitheachu;inCjandadjacenttou1andly(Ci)l>_lV(CL)l>...>
L*"1 > lV(Ci)|, then (ii) follows by replacing u by u1, while if lY(Cr)l > Lt"l repeat
the last argument replacing Qby Cl and u1 by.r. After an appropriate number of
repetitions (ii) occurs.

l.

Lemma

One of the following occurs.
tree

(i) There exists an edge e of the

T*

sueh that the order of each of the components

ofT,-eisl[]zl.
(ii)
of

There exists a vertexv of thetreeTn suchthat the order of each of the components

To-

u rls

!

llnJ.
Proof: Assume (i) does not occut. As in the proof of the last lernrns, for e : uu an
edge of {n, let C, and C, be the components of To- e containing s a,ad u, respectively.
Choose e such thalC,t is of minimalorderwith lI/(C")l > l3"l and l7(C,)l < L*".l.
Thus d(u) > 2. Let urtozt...tu, be the vertices (other than u) adjacent to u. Denote by
CtrCzr...,Crthecomponents of Co-uwith vieV(Ci) forearhd. Fromtheminimality
.f lv(C")l it follows that |v(c;)l S l?"1for all r. Also if lv(Cr)l > L*"1 for some
1, then the components of 7 - ulu would satisfy (i). IIence the components of 7o - u
satisfy the condition given in (ii).

We are now in a position to complete the proof of Theorem 2.
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Proof of Theorem 2: Again suppose

that the graph K2o-1 has been colored such that
(R) y' B^ and (B) ? T". Sy Le'nma 5 there exists disjoint sets X and Y in the colored
graph, lXl > n, lYl > - m*l )-n- (|a + t) * 1 :
such that the blue desree

in-(x) is") n - *>

of each vertex

$',,

- 1 a^nd the blue d"gt". of each vertex in (y) is
>: ,2*,11> *"-1. Forc€Xand yeY wedenotethesebluedegrees by d21,s(x,)
and' dy,g(y) respectively. More generally
?o

for each vertex a and each .ut of v".ticer ty
welet ds,g{z) denote the number of blue adjacencies of z inW.
since lxl ) n and {B) y' T",there exists a pair of vertices n1,*2 €x that are red
adjacent. B1t. (,e) f
.B* sothat either ity,a(sr) or d,y,s(c2) is > (lf l - @ - 1))lZ:
l? -?*!Z)lZ> nl6.Without loss of generality assume dy,a(ri > nl6.Also from
the blue degrees of vertices i" (p and ff) -,llculated above, it is clear that (x) (ff))
contains an arbitrary forest in I of order < l3"l (S l*".]) with all components rooted
arbitrarily.
From Proposition 4 we assume throughout the proof that A(?r) <
]2. we break
the remainder of the proof into two ca.ses.
casc 7: There exists a vertex v in To such that the la.rgest fn/61 components of
Tn

-

a of order

( |a contain collectively > L*"j

vertices.

Let CyCz,...,Ctbe thecomponents of To-o of order

< lrr, with ly(Cr)l > ly(Cz)l >
We show To can Le embeddea io tn" blu" srigrapn.f
ifujyl.
Embed o at 11 and since ,ly,a(rr) ) nf 6, continue to embed sequentially all vertices

...> ly(Cr)|.

of components c1,cr,...,c;op1 ir the blue subgraph of (y) until all these vertices
a,re embedded or until the embedding stops. In the embedding procedure we only use
blue neighbors of o1 in Y if no other choices are available. If all the vertices of these
components are embeddable in (Y), being ) lla"l in number, the remaining vertices of
the tree are embeddable in the blue subgraph of (X). Thus assume in this embedding
all vertices of c1,c2,...,c; have been embedd"d (j > 1) and that the embedding stops
at some vertex w1 of ci+. r l4=rv(c;)l l L*".1, then the remainder of the tree
T* - UL.C; can be embedded in the blue subgraph of (X).

, Thus we a^ssume lUf=, rz1cr)| < Lt"l a^nd that the embedding of the next component
cral in the blue subgraph of (r) stops at some vertex u.r1. continue this embedding

to a largest subtree T of Cial in the blue subgraph of (f). This gives a collection oi
? which are red adjacent to all vertices of y (v{ciu
v(c2) u ...^uv(ci u y(4). Extend this embedding to vertices of x in -(g). necall
dx,a(")
,? !n-r-fot- y-€- { ""9 ly(ci+r) I < |"]"1r s9 that the remainder of Cr:11, na.mqly
ci*, - r,
is embeddable in the blue subgraph of (x) or this embedding stops at soml
y,LSy S s. But dv,s(y).> 1"-limplies-ll(cr)gr1cr;u...uy(Cj)uy(T)l > L*"1.
Hence the embedding can be extended to all fin, if the remainder otCr:11 irl-L"aaiui"
in the blue subgraph of (x). Thus the embedding stops at vertex ur, and tu* is red
adjacent to all vertices of
endvertices u)tttuzt...,ur, of

(x - {"r})
Letting

a:

u [y

- (v(ciuv(c2)

lv(Ciuv(Cz)u...uv(Ciuy(r)l

red adjacencies.

u... u y(cr) u y("))].

this impties uru has >

flxl- r)+ lrl-

a
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From the proof of Lemrna 5 we can assume that no vertex in the colored K2r1-1 graph
has red degree > lxl. Thus o> lyl - t> *"-1. But by assumption lU,{=ry(Cd)l <
t) * (t" - 1) : !z a contradiction to lv(ci+t)l <
f lnl so lv(Ci+r)l > lv(")l > G"llnl . This contradiction completes the proof in this case.

Cose 2: Case 1 does not occur.
We first establish for each vertex o in To that the largest component of Tn - u is of
order ) f lrzl . tet there be t nontriuial components in Tn - u. Then if each component
is of order S L*"1, it follows from the fact Case l does not occur that t < l"lO1
and that these nontrivial components collectively contain S L*"1 - 1 elements. Ilence
A(?o) > (" - 1) - (L*"1 - 1) > $n, a contradiction' This establishes what we need,
namely, for each vertex o it To the la,rgest component of To - u is of order > llzl .
Next observe that if there is an edge e : zlt in ?lo such that the components of To - e
have orders f lzl and llnl, respectively, then ?} is embeddable in (B). This follows by
mapping e to-any blue idge from 11 to the set Y, andcmbedding the large component
of Tn - e in the blue subgraph of (X) rooted at 11 and the smaller component of To - e
in the blue subgraph of (Y) appropiately rooted. We therefore a.ssume that Lemrna 6
(ii) holds.
Let u the vertex of ?, guaranteed by Lemma 6 (ii) anil let ?ao - o have compo-

and by what was earlier established l*"1
lv(cil|. f.119. we mar
(X) and (Y) contain
graphs
of
both
the
blue
assume (Y) cintains a red edge, otherwise
?o is embeddable in
7
implies
by
Lemma
which
any rooted blue tree of order S l3"l
y).
(Y).
yg2
edge
of
be
a
red
graph
(X
Let
U
of
the blue
since (,P) I B*,either d171,a (yr) or dx,a(vz) is ) (lxl- (m -L)) 12 : (n-m*t) 12 >

ly(cr)l < l3"l

f

Assume d.x,s(yi Z ln.
Consider the vertex a- of. To and the components Ct,Czr...,C2 of To

|2.

with [$nl

>

1v(cr)l

> lv(cz)l 2

..:

]

lv(gtl

and ll/(c1)l

- t

given above

> L]"1'.M'p-Y.to

gr1, emredding C1 in the blue subgraph of (X) such that a minimal number of blue
a-djacencies of y1 to elements of X are used. Since Case 1 fails to hold_, the total number

of vertices in the set of nontrivial components of.Tn- u of order < ** i" < llai. But
Lemma 6 (ii) holds so by including afl appropriate number of trivial components of. Tn. v
with all those nontrivial ones of order ( |n, we find a set of vertices with exact$ lllri
elements which can be embedded in the blue subgraph of (Y) and which extends the
embeddins of < {u} u y(Cl) > described above. Since lIz(C1)l > L}"1, dx,atvi Ztn
and the blue subgraph of (X) contains all forests of order S [3"] with arbitrarily rooted
components, the given embedding can be extended in the blue subgraph of (X U Y) to
include all of Io, a contradiction.
This final contradiction completes the proof of Case 2 and the proof of Theorem 2.
From Theorem2 a more general result can be proved by induction.
Theorem

8' ?fie

K^,Tn) : 2(n-1.) *l for t ) 2 and n ) 3m-3'
shows r(I(2 +E^,To) > t(o - 1) + 1. Thus color

Ramsey numbet r(K2+

Proof: The usual canonical example

each edge of. a K4o-1yar red or blue. By Theorem 2 the result follows for
assume I > 2 and'that the result holds for all values < I'

L:2.

Thus
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Build the largest order subtree T of r" in (B). ff ? is a proper subgraph of 2lo,
then there exists avertex u ofr ofred degree> (l- 1)("- 1) +1. Denote this set
of red adjacencies of u by Np. B't since (B)
lr", the red subgraph of (Np) contains
by assumption the graph .I(2-1 * K*. This red Krt *,I(* with vertex u span a red
K2* K*, completing the inductive proof.
lV. Conclusion

The rectangular coloring given in section II showed that r(B*, T,.) > 2n I for
certain n 3 kn - 4. It is in fact shown in [O] that r(Kt +R*,To) S t(" 1) + rn and
that equality holds when z - 1 divides rn - 1. Thus it is of particular intereit to learn
more about r(B^,Tn) whenever na < n 13m- 4.
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